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Author’s response to reviews:

Thank you so much for reviewing my manuscript in consideration for publication. The revisions by the editor were acceptable and I have tackled them as follows:

Revision 1: Editor’s comment: List of databases at end of Abstract can be removed and just include in background in body of paper: This was corrected. The list of data bases was moved to background page 5 line number 12 and 13.

Revision 2: Conclusion of Abstract, delete the results about 60% score and leave the general conclusions: 60% was removed from the conclusion page number 2 line number 22.

Revision 3: Capital letters for Likert, Key word Critical Care Unit: Key words Likert scale and Critical Care Unit in page 2 line number 25 were capitalized.

Correction 4: The term statistical significant, should be changed to statistically significant throughout the paper: The term statistical significant was changed to statistically significant throughout the paper.

Revision 5: Methods, second page change Convenient to Convenience sampling: Convenient sampling in methods page 6 line number 7 was changed to convenience sampling.

Correction 6: Tables 1-5 all columns need headings which include what the value is in the column e.g. Frequency n and Percentage % (missing from several tables), then the % does not need to be repeated in the column below, just the digit e.g. 45, not 45%), also just the final number or total score not an equation: The headings in the tables were indicated as stipulated and the %s were removed from the figures and the equations were also removed.

I appreciate your time and look forward to publication of the manuscript soon.